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Wartime Memories Groups

I was born in March 1931, the second child of a father returned from Army
service in the First World War. My mother was the daughter of a Danish
immigrant from German annexation of Schleswig- Holstein and his Birmingham
school teacher wife.

My parents met at Birmingham University in 1919; consequently their
university friends had grown up with similar political and sociological
backgrounds.

Much of the adult talk at home was of Freud, Mosley, the unease in Europe,

the Depression and other more joyful things like Punch Magazine! At eight I
was in some way already prepared for Neville Chamberlain’s speech on the 3rd

of September 1939!
The big shock, however, was when my father, having tried the Home Guard,

signed to join up and take part in initiating the RAF regiment. He served in North
Africa, Italy and India, eventually returning home via Singapore.

Now Fast Forward to March 2021 - I am listening to fellow members of
Welwyn Hatfield u3a groups facing lockdown and an unknown future. I realise
that most of my colleagues were born around the end of, or even before the
Second World War. In another fifteen years, there might be no survivors left?

There must be others of my vintage who would be interested to consider how
the war had influenced our families of origin, our own existing attitudes, and
those of our children and grandchildren today?

Ten people signed up when the groups were offered. This made two groups of
six including me as the facilitator to both. We have met twice monthly for ninety
minutes since the start of June 2021.

Groups are always interesting. These two soon developed very individual
identities. As we talked different aspects arose - parents’ attitudes, openness to
feelings, own lack of support or otherwise. Loss, hope, confusion or esprit de

corps all played a part at some levels in our talks.

But facts – must they have verification, or was a child’s memory of many

years ago sufficient?
I think the groups varied most in the comfort with this most psychological

aspect of revisiting this long since forgotten world. As one member put it

-“rather like visiting the attic, where long forgotten things are buried”.
We adults with child memories found ourselves in touch with the areas we had

been forbidden to mention – no-go areas like death or losing the war - maybe

there are more yet to emerge – who knows?

Mary Perren, Leader of the Welwyn
Hatfield u3a Wartime Memories Group
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I Remember  . . .

I remember

I remember

But do I really? What is a memory?

a picture?

A sort of video?

A feeling?

Some memories are vivid – moments of stress or shock or amazement – and

some so shocking that they are buried until something happens to trigger them

into consciousness. And some remain buried beyond recall but nevertheless

make us who we are and what we become – timid, shy, aggressive, confident,

introvert or extrovert, depressed or abandoned ...

I have memories of

· Lying in a pram and looking at the  sun  through the  trees playing on the

leaves

· Watching the flame of a doodlebug across the sky

· Seeing exhausted and dirty soldiers lying along the road  leading from the

station

· Seeing the coal man with his cart and horse delivering sacks of  coal

· Of injured soldiers dressed in  a bright blue suit with a red tie

· Of a train ride to Devon passing over the water and along the coast

· Cattle  brought by train being driven to market trampling through our front

garden

· Of  listening to the radio announcement of the start of the war

I remember – but do I really?

How many of these are true memories? and why do I remember these and not

others?

Are some memories so shocking that our brains censor them and lock them
away?
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And what of the things we do remember? Why are they selected?

· Why am I obsessed by not wasting anything? (I’m not alone in this!)

· Why this and not that?

Much seems to depend on how old we are and whether the adults around us talk
to us or across us about events and show fear or horror. Is this why for some the

war was not frightening and why today Covid has made little impact on their

lives whilst for others it has taken?

And some memories just enter our consciousness by the feeling we experience
and by osmosis – we somehow make the feelings of others our own so that we
then “know” as if we experienced them ...

David Steed
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Odd Recollections

I am at home in Enfield, in my bed – a cot with thin and thick slats along the
sides. The thick slats had nursery rhymes on with pictures. Jack and Jill go up the
hill. Hickory Dickory Dock. Humpty Dumpty. I can see them now.

I lay comfortably in the early dawn as the sash windows vibrated violently and
trembled forever. I didn’t know why. Now, of course, I realise how dangerous
these moments were. If the window had shattered shards of glass would have
gone all over the room and into my cot, over me …

Days later I walked down the road and saw a massive gap where several
houses had been. I don’t recall being particularly concerned about this. It was
just something that happened in the world in which I was growing up. Air-raid
sirens. Take cover. The all-clear. Listening for the cut-out on doodle-bugs and
waiting without any fear of what might occur.

We had been told the cupboard under the stairs was a safe place and that’s
where we went, my parents and I, when the sirens went off. On one occasion,
probably in 1944, I walked with my father to look at damage after an air raid. I
was told a V-2 had come down. It had demolished many houses which faced a
small park or green. I was especially impressed by two things –

One: on the right, facing the green was a house that had been damaged. A
whole outside wall had come down revealing a dining room, sitting room,
bedrooms upstairs, the loft area. But it was on the left that a truly astonishing
scene revealed itself: 200 yards of rubble where the houses and two streets had
been. Standing out of the rubble was a single staircase. Were those people safe, I
wondered? But what drove itself forcibly into my brain was that only one
staircase remained. The safe place, I realised, was not safe. It was a myth.
Disillusioned and silent we walked back home. Another V-2.

There were secure places in my home. One is the Anderson shelter in the
garden where we sometimes went to sleep. I know we were safe there. Then,
indoors, one day a Morrison shelter went up in the dining room. If the house fell
down in a raid, the structure was so sturdy, the roof of it would bear the weight.
So I was told.

What impresses me at this time is how accepting we were of these dangers. For
me this didn’t register as danger. The world was neither exciting nor frightening.
It just was the way it was. Shopping involved long queues. The fish shop was a
mile or so away, but news of arrival of fish spread fast and we always found
ourselves – my mother and I – joining the wait. Likewise fresh vegetables. One
event had lodged itself indelibly in my mind. We were standing behind a woman
who asked for tomatoes. She was offered a single tomato. At that moment boiled
up in her all the frustration and anger of her life and she threw the single tomato
at the wall of the shop where it splattered vividly and drastically. I had never seen
a grown person behave so impetuously before; it was a revelation to me and I
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have never forgotten it. Grown-ups just didn’t behave like that and I think my
awareness of human frailty expanded dramatically.

Because my father was involved in fire-fighting duties at various times and my
mother’s brother was in the Merchant Navy, we went by train to join my
mother’s sister-in-law, my Auntie Clare, in – of all places – a terraced house in
Plymouth. I don’t remember much about this visit: a different cot, the same
bombs.

One morning I went out of the front door and looked up into the sky where it
seems a dozen or so barrage balloons floated in the air looking like solid clouds. I
did not know why this amazing scene had appeared; it was just another feature of
the inevitable world I lived in.

Overall what the war meant to me at the age of four or five was normality. Nice
things happened too. I recall the street parties on VE day and a surprising second
one on VJ day. Why they occurred was a mystery. It was just another thing I took
for granted in what I now see was an extraordinary and very dangerous world.

Terence Burn
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The National League of Airmen

In February 1935, when I was 18, I took a clerical position in a
venture just set up by the Daily Mail –“The National League of
Airmen”.

With hindsight, I realise it was a political attempt to make the
public aware that the country was very poorly equipped for a
probable war with Germany. The aim of the “League” was, no
doubt, to encourage the public to attend lectures and to protest to
the Government at our lack of suitable Aircraft in the event of
emergency. We had, for example, no one officially qualified to
consider silent enemy invasion attack from the air by parachute.
In turn we had no airborne troop carriers ourselves.

The League took off very well and soon had branches all over
the country, meetings and lectures taking place at regular
intervals. However, by Christmas 1936 probably, the Daily Mail
felt they had made the point and finally ran down the League by
the end of March 1937.

By the time Neville Chamberlain, our then Prime Minister,
returned from Munich with an “Agreement” from Adolf Hitler,
the German Chancellor (Dictator), there were already rumblings
and rumours of pending war here in Britain.

From then on until war was finally declared on the 3rd of
September 1939, Anderson corrugated iron shelters were being
delivered to homes to be assembled and installed in gardens.

Gas masks were issued, including special containers for
babies and Mickey Mouse ones for young children.

Rumours were rife, but on the 3rd of September at 11 o’clock
we heard that “The Agreement” had been broken by the Hitler
Government. We were at war with Germany.

At about 11:10 am the air raid sirens went off and our family
rushed to my parents’ house - they had a shelter. An Air Raid
Warden shouted to us to “get off the streets”.

In the panic, I had forgotten my gas mask, so we were all
mightily relieved when very shortly afterwards the All Clear
sounded.

Many months later, we eventually had our own shelter.
From the 10th of July 1940 the Battle of Britain began. Hitler

was determined to invade our country; that was halted by the
RAF. It was after a ferocious overhead battle on the 16th of
August that Winston Churchill, our Prime Minister, said that
never in the field of human conflict had so much been owed by
so many to so few.
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On the 24th of August, due to an error of judgement by the
German pilots, bombs were dropped on London. This gave
Churchill the excuse to retaliate on Berlin, and on the 7th of
September the Blitz over London began.

By the end of 1940 I was aware that I was pregnant, and as
from my previous experience, miscarrying twins, I knew I was a
poor traveller in that condition, I gave in my notice to leave at
Christmas.

I booked in at the City of London Maternity Hospital, Old
Street. Each time I had to attend, the journey there and back took
almost a whole day, what with bomb alerts, diversions, etc.
Going to the Hospital became quite an event as time went on, as
each visit there was a little less of the building, it having caught
the bombing so often. On what proved to be my last visit there
we were seen in a basement; most of the windows had been
boarded up because all the glass had been shattered, and under
quite primitive conditions. So in the last week of May I was
informed that I would have to be evacuated for the confinement.

Eventually I was driven through the gates of a lovely mansion
where, with two or three others, I was ushered in to what I
assumed was the dining room. We were welcomed with a cuppa,
then taken to a long, large room full of beds (and patients) and
put to bed! I learned that we were at the residence of Lord
Brocket of Brocket Hall, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire.

– from the War Memoirs of Lilian Moore (mother of
Eileen Pegrum),  adapted by Mary Perren
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Growing Up: 1937 to 1945

My family moved to Kenton in north London in 1937, the year
of the coronation. I was six and went to a brand- new school, and
we lived in a brand-new house. We all had coronation mugs and
life seemed sunny; but I picked up from my parents an anxiety
about someone called Hitler and also Oswald Mosley; there was
a slogan about him painted on the unfinished fence of the house
built opposite.

In September 1939 we were driving back from a holiday in
North Wales to North London where we lived now. Can the
coach loads of children have really been evacuees on their way
to new homes from the east end of London as my parents
thought?

Nothing much happened at the beginning of the war, but an
Anderson shelter, in pieces of corrugated iron, was delivered to
the front garden of the house next-door. All the men helped dig
and we children had fun filling and creosoting sandbags. Mrs
Pugh at number 6 was busy tearing up old sheets for injured
soldiers – a relic of her teenage in the “Great War”.

My father left to volunteer for the RAF Regiment and then in
1940 the bombing began. The cupboard under the stairs was
cleared to act as shelter for my Mother, brother and me.
Subsequently we joined with next door each night in the safer
Anderson Shelter. This was timely as houses next door on the
other side received a direct hit. When we emerged from the
shelter that morning our windows were blown out and our
neighbours’ house a pile of rubble.

We were very lucky as an unexplored bomb had penetrated
the road outside our gate and had lain there undisturbed for a
further decade before being resurrected and decommissioned.

As a result of that night’s raid we were evacuated to my big
boy cousins on a farm in the country.

I soon realised that they knew nothing of the war, even
rationing, so I enjoyed impressing them with pieces of shrapnel
picked up after the bombing from the anti-aircraft guns.

I also told them about going to bed in the shelter and Barrage
Balloons strung like a curtain of shiny grey baby elephants all
round London. I hoped I’d made them envious and maybe just a
little I did!

When we were able to return to our patched-up home we had a
Morrison Table shelter installed which formed a very cold steel
table with a large mattress underneath. Wire mesh sides
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hooked on to protect us from debris.
We had always kept rabbits as pets – but my very practical

Mother let them breed so we could supplement our meagre meat
ration. Delicious !

But when we were evacuated the starving rabbits needed to be
released. My Daddy got compassionate leave to get us clothes
and free the starving animals.

I was so happy on returning home to find that some had
survived and returned to the safety of cage and regular food
supply. As a child of the war I saw no paradox between pet and
SUNDAY Dinner!

In 1939/40 we all had gas masks but mercifully they were not
needed. However, Herr Hitler had more secret weapons up his
sleeve – the V-1 and V-2. I remember watching in fascinated
dread one chugging along at an increasingly low level until it cut
out to complete its trajectory on  its destructive journey.

We would hold our breath, trying to estimate where it landed,
and thankful again that we had been spared. But we knew that
someone else had not!

After that came the silent V-2s, even more deadly. One of
them destroyed a block of flats on my bus route to school. In the
morning the flats were there; coming home I saw them just a
heap of rubble. People’s homes! How could we defend
ourselves against such silent attack?

VE Day eventually came as a great relief and celebration.
Daddy had got embarkation leave before being sent to India for
the Far East War. But London got ‘Lit Up’ and absolutely
amazed me. I will never forget the mighty blaze seen from our
local hill, when the City of London was incendiary-bombed
during the awful Blitz.

Mary Perren (née Willington)
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Being evacuated at seven years old

That happened to me in 1940 when France had fallen and the
government thought we would be invaded through Hastings,
where my family ran a shop. My parents stayed to nurse the
business and allowed me to be sent to Welwyn Garden City, as
notionally safer. My 19-year-old brother had been posted
missing in France and was later confirmed as killed in action, but
initially they waited in Hastings in case he returned.

In this new town I had many childish adventures while real
dangers surrounded me and my contemporaries. Near London
and next door to de Havillands factory and airfield was a strange
choice for any ‘safe haven’.

Panshanger airfield, tricked out to look like de Havillands, was
bombed 44 times.

But I’m more interested to examine what it meant for my future.

First, it moved me away from a moribund Hastings to a new
Garden City, with far more opportunities for the young.

Second, it removed me at a crucial stage in my life from a family
environment where I had been surrounded by love and affection
(very important up to that stage in a child’s life) into a world
where I had to fend for myself. I couldn’t, when things got tough
at my rough school, go crying to comforting parents. I was on
my own and, fortunately, learned to cope; mostly by joining a
gang. Those harsh lessons helped me deal with difficult times
later. For instance, National Service was no problem for a
hardened evacuee, whereas some of my 18-year-old
companions wept softly in their beds, some went AWOL and
one committed suicide by jumping off the water tower.

But third, it impoverished my family (Hastings became a ghost
town and in one week my father’s takings were two old pence)
and that meant a major adjustment, both for them at the time and
later, for me. My dad died just after my sixteenth birthday, so
any planned trajectory from my grammar school to university
and a well paid job went by the board. Ultimately, was that a bad
thing for me? There are pluses and minuses in every life. When I
attended a leaving party from the grammar school I felt far more
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grounded and less entitled than many of my friends who went to
university and led more protected lives until they were 23 or so.

If you don’t buckle under, bad times put steel up your back.

And lastly, looking back, I’ve enjoyed my life. There have been
bad times, but good times too and I reckon that the rough and
tumble of my early life as an evacuee taught me to ride out the
former and properly appreciate the latter.

So, maybe, children today thought to be disadvantaged by Covid
restrictions might not prove to be too badly off, after all.

Jon Westoby

[11]
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Living in London during the Blitz

I was born in North London in November 1937, so I was nearly

two when the war broke out.
My father was in a reserved occupation so he didn’t have to

join the armed forces, instead he joined the Home Guard. He
went to work all day, came home and had a meal, then went to
where the Home Guard were. Meanwhile at home the blackout
went up and the Warden came round to make sure that no one
was showing a chink of light. There was an air raid almost every
night, that awful sound of the air raid warning. We had an air
raid shelter built indoors, like most of our neighbours. We heard
the planes going over and the bombs dropping all round us. In
the morning the adults went out to see which houses had been
hit.

The worst things were the V-1s and V-2s – the flying bombs
known as doodlebugs. When you heard the engine stop you
knew they were going to drop – take cover! One day I went out
with my mother and we heard one. A road sweeper coming
down the road left his wheelbarrow, grabbed me and pushed me
under the church hedge and lay on top of me until we heard it
drop.

I remember going to the shops with my mother and watching
the shopkeeper cutting the coupons out of the books, but I didn’t
know what it all meant. We didn’t have bananas, chocolate,
sweets and all the other nice things – but I had never known
them, so I didn’t miss them.

It was decided that my mother, my sister and I should go to
Hastings to stay with my grandparents. We went to central
London and boarded a train; then a bomb dropped on the line
just ahead of us so we had to make our way across London to
another station and board another train going to Hastings. I think
I was probably too young to feel fear, so I thought it was all a big
adventure.

When we got to Hastings you couldn’t go on the beach as
there were large coils of barbed wire all along it to stop any
invasion.

We were on the flight path of the bombers going to London.
My grandfather used to stand in the garden and shake his fist and
shout at them. One day a Messerschmitt flying with them shot all
down the garden path, luckily missing us all.

I remember going to the park one day when a Messerschmitt

came over shooting at pedestrians, and we had to hide under the
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shooting at pedestrians, and we had to hide under the park
bench. My aunt was working in her kitchen with her window

open; she was shot through the window and killed. I think they
were cruel, but then I think our troops were doing the same in

Germany, they were all obeying orders.
My parents listened to the news every evening, read by Alvar

Lidell.
Surprisingly, I don’t remember much about the end of the war,

except that we had street parties and everyone was singing and
dancing.

During the war my young cousin was killed; he was too young
really to have enlisted. Nobody mentioned his name again.

All the family came to our house for Christmas. One year my
cousin, who is the same age as me, and I were arguing about who
was going to sit next to my father. I said you like to sit next to
your daddy; there was a sudden silence and a little voice said “I
don’t think I’ve got a daddy any more”. Her father had been
killed about a week earlier.

Dorothy Cook (née Harrison)
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Air Raids on Manchester

The air raids began in the August of 1940 but the heaviest Raids
occurred during the nights of the 22nd, 23rd & 24th of
December, killing an estimated 700 people and injuring over
2,000. Neighbouring Salford and Stretford were also badly
damaged by the bombing, with more than 200 people losing
their lives and 900 injured.

Manchester Cathedral, The Royal Exchange, The Free Trade
Hall were badly damaged and the Old Trafford Football Ground
destroyed, as were many homes situated on the periphery of
the City.

On the night of the 22/23 December it was estimated that
almost 300 tons of High Explosive were dropped, with another
200 tons the following night, with over 2,000 incendiaries
dropped on the City over the two nights.

The method used by the German Aircraft was to fly over the
city, dropping flares, followed by incendiaries and high
explosive. Then later waves of Aircraft targeted the fires caused
by the earlier attacks.

Manchester continued to be bombed throughout the War and
eventually became the target of the Airborne V-1 Flying Bombs.
This continued until 1944.

On a personal note, my mother, father and I lived in the town
of Bolton, twelve miles from Manchester and we were not badly
affected by the bombing. But when the Manchester Blitz was at
it height we could stand outside our house and see the red glow
in the Sky caused by the fires. My mother’s sister, my auntie
lived in Manchester; after one of the earlier raids, my mother had
received a letter from her assuring her that she was unharmed.
Like most people of that day we didn’t have a telephone.

It was decided by my parents that we should visit her, so on the
Sunday after one of the raids we got on the bus to Manchester.
As we drove towards the City the bus drove along roads that had
been either badly damaged or destroyed. I was only nine years
old at that time but I remember seeing buildings partially
destroyed, leaning at drunken angles, some still smouldering.
This, to a nine-year-old boy, was exciting. The bus terminus was
on the Salford side of the Manchester Ship Canal and, as was
usual for us when we visited, we had to cross the Exchange Road
Bridge in order to get a tram to where my auntie lived. On the
Manchester side of the Exchange Bridge there had stood the
Exchange Hotel which was a very impressive Art Deco style
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Hotel. This hotel was now a pile of rubble as it had suffered a
direct hit from a bomb. Under the Hotel there was an Air Raid
Shelter which could accommodate up to 250 people. As the
hotel collapsed, the weight of the rubble broke through the roof
of the shelter, killing many of the people who were in it. We had
to walk by this to get to our tram; I could see the rescuers
carrying stretchers which obviously were dead bodies. Of
course, being a boy, I wanted to rubberneck with all the rest who
were standing around watching – but Mum and Dad hurried me
by, shielding me from as much as possible, so I saw very little.

But what they couldn’t shield me from was the smell. The
hotel had been bombed two days earlier and the rescue services
were still digging through the rubble. There was a smell of
burning - but also another cloying smell that seemed to get
inside you. I was told when I could understand better that this
was the smell of decomposing bodies. That smell has remained
with me all of my life.

My auntie was safe and sound. She lived in the district of Belle
Vue and they escaped most of the bombing.

Richard Sedden
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Wartime by the Sea

In the 1930s my parents, Kay and Phil Macaulife, were living in
Feltham, Middlesex. My brother was born on 30 September
1938. While Kay was in hospital in labour, she was measured for her
gas mask. She expressed dismay at the prospects for her new baby,
and was told, `Don’t worry; when the baby is born it will be fitted with
a special gas mask of its own’. In relief and gratitude at the Munich
Pact, the Macaulifes christened their newborn son Neville.

In October 1940 “owing to intense aerial bombardment” (as
my mother wrote in my “Baby Days” album) she left home with
Neville and me to live in her mother’s house in the south-coast
village of Felpham, Sussex. I was four years old, but I couldn’t
play on the beach - no one was allowed on it, for fear of German
invasion. Anti-landing devices were erected on the sand, iron
bars 20 feet high, sloping landward. invasion.

Sussex lay under the flight path of the German bombers. We
recognized spitfires flying overhead, and air raid sirens sounded
frequently. We were taught to lie flat on the pavement if we were
outside when we heard them. I am told that I excelled at flinging
myself swiftly down to the ground.

A later entry in the “Baby Days” album reads: “Daddy joined
Royal Artillery A.A. 14/8/41”.

I attended Villa Maria Convent School in nearby Bognor
Regis. I remember a meeting in the assembly hall when the siren
was heard, and we all had to go to the air-raid shelter. In the mass
exodus, nuns swept the smallest children under their arms to
rush them along, sheltering them within their black robes as if
taking them under their wings.

There was much bomb damage. At school, one’s home having
suffered from it gave you status. When my grandmother met me
from school and told me, with distress, that a window in our
home had been blown out, I heartlessly exclaimed, “ Oh, good!”

[16]
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My mother joined the Women’s Voluntary Service and
worked with them thoughout the war. I recall her serving meals
at the canteen set up for soldiers billeted locally, wearing the
green WVS uniform. She wrote topical poems, about drama
societies coping with all the men away, clothing shortages, and the
difficulties of feeding a family under rationing. Every one was
allowed only one egg and one rasher of bacon a week; there were tins
of dried egg, horrible whale meat, and very few sweets. I envied
Neville who was asthmatic and had a special tin of glucose, very sweet
sugar powder, regularly supplied by the government, forbidden to me.
We were dosed with spoonsful of cod liver oil, haliborange, malt, and
concentrated orange juice.

My mother was determined that we should still have proper
birthday celebrations, including cakes. Dried fruit was unavailable,
but she heard that carrots could be used instead, and chopped them to
stir into the cake mixture. This produced a confection not to be
recommended in less stringent circumstances.

My dancing class performed at fund-raising fetes. For one
number I was dressed as a Dutch boy with patched trousers, clogs and
cap, holding the hand of a small girl in Dutch dress, and sang Jimmy
Dorsey’s then topical lyric:

My sister and I remember still
A tulip garden by an old Dutch Mill
And the home that was all our own until –

But we don’t talk about that.

My sister and I recall once more
The fishing schooners pulling into shore,
And the dog-cart we drove in days before –

But we don’t talk about that.

We’re learning to forget the fear
That came from a troubled sky.
We’re almost happy over here –
But sometimes we wake at night and cry.

My sister and I recall the day
We said goodbye, then we sailed away.

And we think of our friends who had to stay -

But we don’t talk about that.

I didn’t understand then why the audience was so moved by
this performance.

Hazel Bell
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Brocket Babies

My story began when my mother, Lilian Moore, was transferred
by coach from City Road Maternity Unit in London and taken to
Brocket Hall near Hatfield in Hertfordshire where, in due
course, she gave birth to me.

Our home was in Chadwell Heath then in Essex and as a family
tradition the babies in the family were born at City Road, as had
been my mother.

Unfortunately, the hospital was suffering from War damage
and therefore patients were being transferred. As my mother was
suffering from toxaemia (now known as pre-eclampsia) she was
due for bed rest. My mother had to get herself to London on a
certain date and time where the mothers were picked up on a
Round Robin and taken and dropped off at various locations, not
knowing where they were going.

These ladies were dropped off at different locations and I
believe some in Hitchin who when about to give birth came to
Brocket Hall.

I eventually arrived on the third of June 1941, delivered in the
Melbourne Suite. My birth certificate registers Hatfield as it
depended on which area the Registrar came from: Hatfield or
Welwyn Garden City.

My father was in the RAF, and it was five days before he first
saw me, having begged a motorbike from a mate to get to
Brocket Hall. After the statutary two weeks I was taken home in
a taxi owned by relatives in the family.

Sadly, as the times were, there is an underlying story
concerning unmarried mothers. These girls were not treated well
and ended up as skivvies, made to wear a brown dress - and
therefore became known as the Brownies. They were not
allowed to associate with the married mothers.

All babies were kept in the basement at night.
There were many stillborn babies, with most being buried

somewhere in the grounds. Of recent times Burgess, the local
Undertakers, helped erect a memorial to those babies, which is
in the grounds of Lemsford Church.

Brocket Hall was requisitioned and handed over to the Red
Cross after the internment of the 2nd Baron Brocket, Ronald
Nall-Cain, who sided with the Germans.

Mrs Nora Pardey was a midwife at Brocket Hall during the
war and helped or delivered hundreds of babies; she says it was
some of the best years of her life. Nora finished at Brocket Hall
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at the end of the war (September 1946) and went to Africa to
train the locals on the Gold Coast in midwifery, and to be on
hand to talk the Ex-Pat ladies through childbirth.

Nora celebrated her hundredth birthday in August 2014, and
met many Brocket Babies at the Brocket Baby Day in April
2015. She told Anne Ward she was known by her nickname,
“Affinity”.

I am amazed that this area was considered safe, especially
with a train line to London which was only twenty miles away, a
viaduct nearby at Digswell, and de Havilland Aircraft factory.

Eileen Pegrum (née Moore)
belonging to a unique group by birth)

Norah Pardey (Midwife Hern, Assistant Matron) on the right of the picture, Labour

Ward Sister Warby on the left. The man had been shot down, rescued, and sent home

only to find his wife had had triplets. The Mirror news group got hold of the story and

took this picture.
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Wartime in Rural Scotland

I was five when the war started. I lived in a farm cottage near the
sea in the north of Scotland and although far from any
devastation experienced by bombing raids, we still had to carry
gas masks in a cardboard box to school every day. The appalling
wailing sound of the practising air-raid siren made us scurry past
the town clock tower every Sunday morning as we made our
way past from Sunday school.

We played in the field in front of our house where the army
came to fill sandbags from a dip in the field, creating a small
sandy quarry. We watched the seemingly endless Army convoys
going to practice for the D-Day landings on our sandy beaches;
later great concrete blocks were erected on the sand to thwart
any sea landings by the enemy.

My brother snared rabbits to augment the rations, and we
gathered wood chippings and branches from the local woods
being harvested for pit props, to fuel the range in lieu of the
expensive coal.

At nearby Kinloss aerodrome my brother and his friend
Georgie scrabbled under the security wire to the aeroplane dump
where they helped themselves to a couple of aeroplane petrol
tanks which they fashioned into coracle-shaped boats for us to
paddle on the broad shallow burn that flowed into Findhorn bay,
fallen branches acting as paddles. Also, on really cold spells, the
bay edges froze over, creating ice floes which we stood on and
paddled about. We had amazingly diligent guardian angels.

Before leaving for Burma, my father chopped enough
kindling and logs to ‘last until he returned’. He was away for six
years. On one of these sessions I was holding a candle for
illumination and it set my hair alight. Quick action by my father
prevented any injury to my small self.

Light in the house was provided by a paraffin lamp, and
heating from the open-fire cooking range. Going up to bed we’d
carry, slung over our shoulders in old socks, stone hot-water
bottles. These became battleships in our bed games, ending
catastrophically one night in the smashing of the Bismarck!

Eggs were preserved in a horrid slippery semi-liquid; I hated
putting my hand into the large jar to retrieve the eggs in the
awful cupboard under the stairs, for in the winter there hung
Christmas puddings in their cloth, looking like ghosts in the
semi-darkness.
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Our granny lived in Aberdeen, a city where extensive bomb
damage to the harbour area was evident. I loved Aberdeen, a
city busy with tramcars and bustling little buses. The journey
there by train was magical. Upon entering our small station we
were faced with large, garishly enamelled posters urging us to
eat Bermaline bread for tea and announcing, via a bull, that
Bovril was good for us, alongside stern notices asking if our
Journey was Really Necessary. The huge steam engine would
surge up to the platform huffing smoke and hissing steam where
we boarded the third-class carriage. I loved the long brown
leather strap that raised and lowered the door window, and the
enticing pictures under the luggage racks of sunny holiday
destinations. Khaki-dressed troops were our fellow passengers.

After collecting cow-warm milk in our pail each evening from
the farm, we would herd the ambling cows back to their field,
then stop on the railway bridge to become engulfed in smoke
and steam if a train was coming along. Grocery shopping at the
Co-op was fascinating. A long counter stood between the
shoppers and the huge slabs of butter from which the assistants
would cut off the measured amount the proffered ration coupon
offered and pat it into shape using two wooden paddles. The
sugar and other dry goods were measured out from large sacks,
again as governed by the ration coupon,dependent upon
availability.

Harvest time was an exciting time. A vast steam engine to
drive the threshing machine would slowly and importantly
lumber into the field, followed by an army lorry carrying Italian
Prisoners of War to help with the harvest. They wore brown suits
with large coloured spots, like so many dominoes. They were so
exotic, happy and jolly and often without a rifled guard. We
liked them.

My war years, apart from missing our father, were calm,
peaceful and happy, a doddle compared to city-dwelling
children, a fact I am most gratefully aware of.

Ann Smith (née MacKenzie)
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The Home Front

During the course of the two u3a Wartime Memories groups’
discussions, various fragments of memories reawakened - all
worthy of further mention. As part of the fabric of our daily
wartime lives they may well receive further attention in any
future groups.

In 1938 – or ’39? – some new foreign children arrived in my
school class. I especially remember Eileen Steiner and Leila
Haffner. The influence of the u3a group lead me to realise they
were probably Kinder Transport Jewish children sent urgently
to safety in England.

My elder brother, David, was to be sent to Canada and we
were to have a Jewish Dutch child sent to us. This plan was
aborted when a ship with British evacuee children was
torpedoed mid Atlantic. David survived the war to do his
National Service at 18 in the Navy in 1945.

The group discussed when wartime Call Up conscription
happened for men aged over 18 and those not in reserved
occupations. Some men, who had political or religious
objections to war and killing, claimed to be Conscientious
objectors. There was scrupulous official questioning about the
genuineness of these convictions.

I remember some of my parents’ friends were Quakers. One of
their sons joined The Friends Ambulance as a Conscientious
Objector. Their other son was killed in battle.

Unsurprisingly, among the civilian population there was
doubt and disquiet. Why should some strong men be let off
National Service? Conscientious Objectors were given a hard
time for appearing to evade serving their country. As an
alternative, not a pleasant one, they were drafted to work in the
mines as Bevan Boys.

Women were not called up, but many volunteered to join the
Women’s services. Others, like my mother, who had been
officially denied continuing professional careers (such as
teachers, doctors, nurses, etc.) as married women, were now
able to return to work. Their new found value was in replacing
the men, now away fighting for king and country. Other women
worked in factories in the production of vital materials for the
war effort, tying up their hair in turbans made from triangular
scarves. The BBC Home Service supplied “music while you
work”.
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The BBC was a great supporter and morale booster with its 9
o’clock evening news broadcasts and its playing of the national
anthems of the occupied countries every Sunday evening. Then
musically: Forces Favourites, Family Favourites and Vera
Lynn, the Forces’ sweetheart whose nostalgic love songs
touched the heart of the nation by bringing together those who
were far apart but still remembered and treasured.

The BBC also boosted morale in knowing how to feed
ourselves on the meagre rations. At 8:15 every morning after the
news came “the kitchen front”. Here recipes were given by
enthusiastic presenters for “Woolton pie” and what to do with
Snoek – some sort of fish not heard of before or since, but like all
scarce fish, off the ration!

There was of course a black market in food and if you had
enough money and no scruples you could buy illicitly food that
was not available generally. This was deeply frowned upon, and
not something available to anyone I knew of as a child.
However, we had a neighbour in a reserved occupation, working
in Smithfield Market. Occasionally, as a great treat he would
bring my mother some liver, or even a heart! Offal was off ration
but rarely seen at any butchers.

The Ministry of Food published regular leaflets on such
subjects as getting the best out of oatmeal, and hedge-row
harvest for making perhaps rosehip syrup and other delicacies
with some of the sugar ration. A meal in a café or hotel had a
capped price of five shillings, but ‘British Restaurants’ served a
meal for – I think – one shilling.

It is no wonder that we wartime children cannot bear any sort
of waste. The government, too, must have been conscious of not
wasting manpower. Italian Prisoners of War were employed
widely on our farms. Locally, in Welwn Garden City, there is a
concrete track of about a mile leading from a lane to a chalk pit
known as “The Italian prisoner of war road” so thus it must be.

As Ann Smith writes, they were generally popular in their
localities. I remember them tucking in to a good breakfast at my
uncle’s farm when we had been bombed out. No doubt there
were some who saw these friendships as fraternising with the
enemy. Others saw the prisoners as young men like our own,
dragged unwillingly to war, who were obeying the orders of
their commanders, whether Italian, German, British, or
American. Such is the irony of War.

The discussion groups mused as to whether the next
generations would learn from our history.

Mary Perren
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MAKE DO AND MEND

In 1941 the government introduced rationing which greatly
influenced clothing and how it was made. This was known as
Utility Clothing and strict guidelines governed how many
buttons were allowable, how many seams were acceptable, and
so on.

These are the exact details of what a Utility dress should
consist of:
“ Examples of details of restriction orders when making a Utility
Dress. It should have no more than two pockets, five buttons, six
seams in the skirt, two inverted or box pleats, or for knife pleats,
and one hundred and sixty inches (4 metres) of stitching. No
superfluous decoration is allowed. It should be simple,
agreeable-looking, inexpensive and made of good material.

This Utility dress made and modelled by Angela
Foster-Sedden was made from a 1940s pattern; she faithfully
followed the rules quoted in it.
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Emerald Crêpe de Chine

I bought myself an evening dress in 1939;

With big puffed sleeves and long full skirt

It really was divine.

Oh, how I loved my evening dress!

It made me feel a Queen,

And many a night I danced till dawn

In emerald crêpe de Chine.

But when the war and blackout came

My dancing days were done

There was no call for glamour then, in 1941.

I cut the skirt and made long sleeves

And wore a belt of green

So I was dressed for Sunday best

In emerald crêpe de Chine.

The war went on, my frock grew old,

And rather shabby too.
I’d put a lot of patches in by 1942

I’d renovated little holes

And turned in every seam -

In ’44 I proudly wore my emerald crêpe de Chine.

Then as we saw the war would end

and victory grew near

I longed to dress in something new

To greet the last all-clear.

So I cut up my dress again, that faithful evergreen

And on VE day my blouse so gay

Was emerald crêpe de Chine.

And now the war is over

And coupons still grow less

And I must go to parties without a party dress.

But still I cherish one small piece

Of the glory that has been —

At fetes and shows I blow my nose

On emerald crêpe de Chine.

Kay Macaulife
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Post-war Memories

My brother Richard was born in 1940 and I was born in 1944.
The family lived in Barnet.

Richard remembers my father, Clement Hill, coming home
from the army on leave, and being frightened of him: not
understanding who he was and why he was in his house.
Richard spent much time with his grandmother, dad’s mum,
during the war, and remembers going into the basement if there
was a siren alarm.

I do not remember the war at all of course, but there were
occasions after the war that I do remember. Rationing for
example: I remember my mum having a ration book to hand
when shopping. Sweets come to mind very vaguely, not having
many, but of course that was all I knew and it was not a problem.
Not really aware until suddenly later when I was older there
were sweets!

We had a neighbour who kept chickens, and I do remember
her coming every Friday with two eggs for Richard and myself.
Mum was very grateful, so there must have been an egg
shortage.

One day my mum visited her sister and on returning home
with me in the pram she was chased by a V-2 down the road. She
was terrified and related this story often.

My dad was very ill at the end of the war and spent some years
in hospital. Mum took us to visit him. By this time Richard was
okay with Dad, but I would have nothing to do with him, hiding
behind my mother’s skirt apparently.

I then remember dad was at home but not very mobile.
My dad had had a good job in a merchant bank in London,

which he had to leave when he was called up to fight. His
absence was extended by his illness, of course, which probably
amounted to about nine to ten years in all. Firms were obliged to
hold jobs open for men who went away to war. When he was fit
enough to travel to London again, the bank would not take him
back. This was a terrible blow for him. However, his friends in
the bank said if the bank did not give him his job back they
would walk out. Happily the bank eventually agreed and he was
re-instated.

His health was ruined by the war. He went away a very fit,
strong and sport-loving man. He returned a semi-invalid for the
rest of his life.

Jenny O’Hare (née Hill)
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From the diary I kept in 1949, aged 13

Preliminary note about my school: The shelters, which are often
referred to in here, are C well, shelters. There are 3 of brick,
which we are not allowed in, but are often to be found ON; 5
grass –– or rather, 5 shelters covered with grass and earth, except
for the door, and a kind of trap-door in the roof.

FEBRUARY 23 (At school) In the dinner hour, Meryl and I got
on the roof of one shelter.... Bought 4 ozs sweets, to finish up
this month’s ration.
MARCH 5 I bought 1/4 lb. of sweets - Nestle’s chocolate
creams, with assorted fillings - so won’t be able to have any next
week!
19 I tried to buy sweets at 2 shops – but my coupons were in such
a terrible state that they were refused! In Bognor, though, I tried
a third time – and was lucky.
APRIL 24 Sweets are off ration – sweets are off ration – sweets
are off ration! Oh, glorious goloptious! I’ve bought Mummy 1
lb. of choc for her B-day – 12 bars of Nestle’s blended, & 2 of
Cadbury’s milk tray - 3/4d altogether. For me I got a mars, a
milk tray, a caramello (bar of choc) 4 ozs toffee crunch, 3 liquor
ice sticks (made some liq.water), a bar of Fry’s choc cream and 2
packets rolos.
MAY [At school] In the dinner hour, Rosemary and I flogged a

broom and SWEPT OUT our miniature stage [in an old air raid
shelter].
JUNE 6 Choc ices are back in Walls! Good O! Still 4d each.
AUGUST 14 Sweets are back on ration, but I didn’t get any.
L.S.D., of course!
NOVEMBER
[Having moved to a house in North Bersted, Sussex]
6 Explored the air-raid shelter by match-light. We found a little
frog! – SWEET little thing!
19 Bought N’s sweet ration for the month (only two weeks left,
though) ... The frog has left the air-raid shelter, since Daddy
bailed it out with the water!
25 Investigated the air-raid shelter – and found it inches deep in
water! Several things were stored there, and we lugged out a
blanket, a box, and the lawn mower, all of which were soaked.

Hazel Macaulife (later Bell)
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Captain Alan Roberts of the Royal Fusiliers;

Amy Roberts; Philip, Neville and Hazel

Macaulife: Felpham, Sussex, 1941

Sergeant Kennneth Roderick  Mackenzie with

his children at Cassyford, Morayshire, 1939

Mary Willington (later Perren) dressed in red

jacket, white blouse and blue skirt on VE

Day, May 1945

Citation presented to Squadron

Leader D. E. Willington, mentioned

in a Despatch, 2 June 1945
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Postscript
March 3, 2022

It is with deep sadness and a measure of irony that I refer to the
current invasion of Ukraine by Russia under President Putin.

Our concerns, as we reflected on our own and family
memories, have been a fear and a dread that the past of 1914 and
1939 – might – could – be re-enacted in our present families’
lifetimes, and those of future generations.

Could another Hitler, in this age of nuclear weapons, be
allowed to threaten our human race, our precious already
threatened universe?

Tragically this has come to pass even whilst the u3a groups
are still meeting.

We surely live and will die in very uncertain times.
Has our experience and wisdom in this final chapter of our

lives been of any interest? Has this compilation any voice to
others and our younger folk?

Mary Perren
(Group Convenor)
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